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color

by T R I A N G L E

Adding Color to your life
Luminous, its lacquered piano type finish will add the most
elegant of touches to your interior
Compact, color color is the dream partner for all of your musical
moments
High performing, its components are all products of T R I A N G
L E research
Complete, color creates an audio video system of great balance
and precision
Affordable,color lets you into discover theTRIANGLE sound

COLOR
Floorstander COLOR :

Bookshelf COLOR :

Center Channel COLOR :

Black, White & Red High Gloss

Compact and hi-tech, the color floorstander offers you magnificent sound sen
sations. Its tw o 16cm bass loudspeakers provide powerful and dynamic bass.
15.5kg, 3 drivers, 3 way speaker.
Available finishes : Black, White or Red Piano Lacquer.
This speaker is fitted with the latest loudspeakers developed by TRIANGLE, and
you will be surprised by their pioneering design and vitality. 4.5kg, 2 way
speaker.
Available finishes : Black, White or Red Piano Lacquer.
Stemming from the same technologies as the bookshelf speaker and the floors
t ander, the color center channel is the final piece in this fine audio video system
which can adapt to any interior.
Available finishes : Black, White or Red Piano Lacquer.

€ 699

€ 350

€ 545

COLOR 1.2.3
COLOR 1.2.3

2.1 active multimedia system. Color 1.2.3 adapts to your tastes and musical
habits. Simple, universal and beautifully finished, Color 1.2.3 will surprise
you with its crystal-clear highs and stunning bass
Available finishes : Black, White or Red Piano Lacquer.

€ 995
www.triangle-fr.com
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ESPRIT
30th anniversary limited edition
During TRIANGLE’s thirtieth anniversary, discover the
ANTAL and COMÈTE limited edition. These two main
speakers, which are direct results of the ESPRIT range,
combine state-of-the-art technology and a hautecouture finish. ANTAL and COMÈTE offer discerning
music lovers no-compromise sound reproduction which
will live up to their expectations.

30th anniversary
ANTAL
limited edition

Black & White High Gloss

The ANTAL limited edition is elegant and complete, with all of the advantages to
seduce the most demanding music lovers. The 13cm midrange driver was deve loped exclusively for this model. The exceptional sound reproduction of its two
bass drivers will transport you to the heart of the concert hall.

€ 1495
COMÈTE
limited edition

The COMÈTE limited edition, designed to be placed on a stand or on a bookshelf, offers the same listening experience as a floor-standing speaker, but
takes up less room. The new half-roll rubber suspension bass driver ensures
that sufficient speed is maintained.

€ 669
Accessories
TS200(Pair)

Universal stand for bookshelf speakers with mecanical grounding system .

€ 299
TS300

Center channel stand with mecanical grounding system. Adjustable height.

€ 335
Cable TC2250
Cable Silver Ghost

High performance 2 x 2,5 mm2 oxygen-free pure copper multi- strand flat cable.

€

9

Very high-end 8 mm round cable made up of silver-plated copper braid and oxygenfree, oriented fibre copper wire.

€

42

www.triangle-fr.com
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GALAXY2
by T R I A N G L E

The “easy living” audio video concept.
The GALAXY 2 system was developed around
the concept of “easy living”. The idea is
to promote perfect integration and use at
different levels.
HOME VIDEO . HIGH FIDELITY . MUSIC
SYSTEMS FOR PUBLIC VENUES.

GALAXY 2
Pack Galaxy 2

Sattelites

Météor 0.1TC

Météor 0.5TC

Black & White High Gloss

The full GALAXY 2 system comprises 5 satellite speakers combined with the
Meteor 0.1 Tc compact woofer. To meet the expectations of the most demanding
listeners, this concept makes it possible to build an infinite number of hi-fi and
home video configurations, and even music systems for public venues. In the lat ter application, the satellites are used independently from the woofer.
Available finishes : Black or White Piano Lacquer.
€
A TMM (tweeter-mid-mid) alignment was chosen for this speaker to ensure
satisfactory energy and efficiency. Combination of aluminium and piano lac quer.
Its unique aluminium walls clearly contribute to its excellent sound qualities
while highlighting its sophisticated design
Available finishes : Black or White Piano Lacquer.
METEOR 0.1Tc is a discrete artefact of pure luxury. With its excellent technical
capabilities - power, extreme bass range, dynamic capacity, etc - it extracts all
the qualities of a cinema sound track and reproduces them with all the effects
plunging the film-loving listener into the very heart of the action.
Available finishes : Black or White Piano Lacquer.

METEOR 0.1Tc is a discrete artefact of pure luxury. With its excellent technical
capabilities - power, extreme bass range, dynamic capacity, etc - it extracts all
the qualities of a cinema sound track and reproduces them with all the effects
plunging the film-loving listener into the very heart of the action.
Available finishes : Black or White Piano Lacquer.

1339

€ 255

€ 669

€1339

www.triangle-fr.com
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GENÈSE
a love of legendary things
The first time that I sat down and listened I finally understood the meaning of the word “GENÈSE” (genesis). That
night in my own home I witnessed the birth of an absolute, something we have been long waiting for...
like a logical extension, something coming to completion.
An object of desire, a source of emotion and imagination.
I now knew that none of my records would ever be the
same again.
Beauty with refined curves and tight lines, as though
desig- ned to go higher.
The person who created them had just made me fall in
love with legendary things. GENÈSE was its name.

GENESE
Lyrr :
Quartet :

Trio :

Météor 0,5 Tc :
Voce:

Pied TS300:

Mahogany

BlackHigh Gloss

An excitingly designed and very musical speaker which takes
tr ansparency and image precision on to the next level. 127cm
t all, 30kg, 5 drive units, 3 way speaker. Fits in 30-80sqm rooms.

€ 2249 € 2425

Universally acclaimed, the Quartet will reproduce either the subtl ety of an opera or the punchy sound of a rock concert. 117cm tall,
26kg, 4 drive units, 3 way speaker.
Fits in 30-60sqm rooms.

€1659

€ 1820

€ 899

€ 999

is a compact speaker designed to be placed on a stand and uses
semi pod-mount ed tweeter technology. All the talent of Trianglein
a compact sized speaker.
46cm tall, 10kg, 2 drive units, 2 way speaker.
This subwoofer’s wireless connection system makes it unique and
its 11” driv er will give you all the bass power you need. Delivered
with a r emote control.

€1339

VOCE GENÈSE is a centre speaker with bass drivers which are very
similar t o the 6,5” used in the TRIO and the semi pod- mounted
tweeter.

€ 1085 € 1150

Center channel stand with mecanical grounding system. Adjustable
height.

€ 335

www.triangle-fr.com
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Magellan
by T R I A N G L E

«Magellan is the jewel in the crown, a magnificent blend
of TRIANGLE craftsmanship, pure luxury and cutting
edge technology.
The ambitious Magellan program represents five years
of research and passionate, non-compromising quest
for perfection. It’s a harmonious combination of fine
materials and latest technology, which pushes limits to
their upmost in every detail.
The Magellan is a rare precision-piece manufactured by
expert hands, to be cherished and rediscovered every
single day.»

MAGELLAN
Grand Concert :

Piano Black & White, High Gloss Mahogany, High Gloss Bubinga.
Grand Concert is not just a technological showcase; all of triangle’s passion
f or music has gone into it. We have pushed our thrive for perfection to its limit.
215cm ta ll, 3 modules, 100kg, 8 drive units, 3 way speaker

€ 30279
Concerto :

The Concerto is capable of letting leash the full force of a symphonic orchestra
or delic ately revealing the slightest inflection of a single voice. 160cm tall,
65kg, 7 drive units, 3 way speaker.

Quatuor :

Quatuor lets you listen to music without having to ask yourself any questions.
134cm ta ll, 45kg, 6 drive units, 3 way speaker.
Finishes: Piano Black & Whit e, High Gloss Mahogany, High Gloss Bubinga.

Cello :

Duetto :

Cello provides that extra something which conveys the intense emotion of a
music al performance without appearing to make any particular effort. 114cm
t all, 34kg, 4 drive units, 3 way speaker.

€ 15300
€ 8446

€ 5737

Being so compact, this loudspeaker will fit effortlessly into rooms measuring
12 to 30m2, producing the same performances as a column speaker with meti
cul ous bass precision and depth. 46cm tall, 16kg, 2 drive units, 2 way speaker.

€ 2869
Voce:

This center speaker is the complementary element for your Home Theater ins
t allation and is required, above all to reproduce dialogues. 25cm tall, 19kg, 3
driv e units, 2 way speaker.

€ 2948
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ESPRIT Ex
The TRIANGLE sound
With its ESPRIT Ex range, TRIANGLE has blazed the trail of
a new uncompromising quest.
ESPRIT and Passion
Exciting, by its live and dynamic nature
Swings, with its fleet-footed pace & rhythm
Powerful, in its sense of seduction
Research, the never ending quest to innovate
Integration, simple shapes with elongated lines
Temptation, in reaching the magical world of High-Fidelity
and
Home-Cinema

ESPRIT
Antal Ex :

Cognac & Black Finishes

The most complete performer in the range. 108cm tall floorstander, 22.5kg,
f our drive units, 3-way speaker. Fits in 30-50sqm rooms.
Available in Cognac or Black.

Altéa Ex :

This floorstander offers an excellent compromise between size an performance. 100cm tall, 20kg, three drive units,. Fits in 20 to 40 sqm rooms.
Available in Cognac or Black.

Comète Ex :

This loudspeaker offers the feeling of listening to a floorstanding system but
t akes up less room. 42cm tall, 8.5 kg, two drive units, 2-way speaker. Fits in
15-30 sqm rooms.
Available in Cognac or Black.

TS 200(Pair) :

Universal stand for bookshelf speakers with mecanical grounding system.

Titus Ex :

The bookshelf loudspeaker which can easily be integrated into a piece of furnitur e or placed on a TS200 stand. 32cm tall, 6.5kg, two drive units, 2 way speak er. Fits in 10-25 sqm rooms.
Available in Cognac or Black.

Heyda Ex:

Voce Ex:
TS 300:

€ 1085

€ 875

€ 510
€ 300

€ 415

This 5’’ deep rear channel speaker can be hung on a wall. 5kg, 13cm-deep,
32cm tall.
Available in Cognac or Black.

€ 415

The openness and presence you can obtain from listening to stereo recordings
on this centre channel will transport you straight into the world of film.
Available in Cognac or Black.

€ 575

Center channel stand with mecanical grounding system. Adjustable height.

€ 335

Météor 0.1 Tc: The ideal complement to the ESPRIT range for forming an audio-video system.
Available in Cognac or Black.

www.triangle-fr.com

€ 669

TRIANGLE, the French electro-acoustic system manufacturer has been designing, manufacturing and assembling
high end loudspeakers in the town of Soissons, the cradle of the French monarchy.

Since its early beginnings, TRIANGLE has made research and technological innovation its
priorities, with the ultimate aim of offering music-lovers a natural sound of very high
quality. TRIANGLE’s enthusiastic team of engineers and technicians constantly seek to
improve and innovate, which is what makes TRIANGLE loudspeakers unique.
Each component is designed, engineered and developed according to technical
specifications exclusive to TRIANGLE.
Triangle was awarded 18 gold
Diapasons for its no compromise
sound reproduction quality, that
embodies the beauty and emotion of
music.

Steve Shehan

This composer
was born in the United States and has a rather atypical
background. Born to a Cherokee father and an
American mother of French origin, he believes that
music is a means of communication between peoples,
whatever their language, culture or religion. Over a
twenty year period, Steve Shehan personally composed
and produced 15 albums as well as original sound
tracks for the films : Bye Bye by Karim Dridi and Le
Maître des Eléphants by Patrick Grandperret. He also
participated in the original sound track for the films
Krikou and L’Amant.

Steve Shehan on iTunes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-z2BYn3hIQ
Meet Steve Shehan on the Triangle stand at the Hi-Fi
Show 2010 in Paris.
Triangle has always been closely associated with the
world of musical performers. This exchange allows us
to be always up to date with new ideas, to be creative
together and to provide increasingly realistic sound
reproduction.

Official website : www.steveshehan.com

